
Chef&Sommelier TM
 

and  ArcorocTM

are celebrating Gin's comeback!

As distilleries develop around the world, French Gin is showing its versatility with more than a hundred products now in existence. 
Thriving with variations aplenty (organic production, new fresh fruit infusion process, collaboration with top chefs), it’s back at centre 
stage, making a major comeback in bars and cellars. But we can’t discuss Gin or cocktails without mentioning glasses to complement 
their flavour.
To enhance the whole experience, Arcoroc™ and Chef&Sommelier™ bring you the ideal Gin pairing with collections featuring two 
serving options: stemmed glasses, adding a touch of glamour to premium cocktail creations, and tumblers, preserving Gin’s authentic 
character.

Le Gin, 
Dating back almost 300 years, this flavoured eau de vie is now a universal beverage, enjoyed as both an aperitif and a digestif. The 
key tonic note in a host of classic and modern cocktails, Gin now presents a sophisticated aromatic palette: Spicy, floral or herbaceous 
Gin; pink Gin flavoured with strawberries, red currants or raspberries; floral Gin on harmonies of angelica, gentian and iris; botanical 
Gin with hints of liquorice, thyme or rosemary; spicy on notes of coriander, pepper and cinnamon; and fruity with citrus flavours. Isn’t it 
the aim of a cocktail to depict an imaginary journey in a glass?
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Chef&Sommelier™

Macaron  
A unique shape that truly stands out, perfect for 
signature gin cocktails!
Here, Gin rides the classic wave, twisted by the daring 
and original shape of the Macaron glass. Sismo Design 
for Chef&Sommelier™. 

Macaron stemglass 
In Krysta, an extra-resistant crystalline suited
to the catering trade.

40 cl - dimensions: H. 200 mm x Ø 94 mm 
Retail price per unit: €8,80   

50 cl - dimensions: H. 215 mm x Ø 100 mm 
Retail price per unit: €8,90   

60 cl - dimensions: H. 235 mm x Ø 105 mm 
Retail price per unit: €9,80   

Professional prices upon request 
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Chef&Sommelier™

Sublym Ballon  
A subtle combination of delicacy, ample proportions 
and lightness for an endlessly elegant XXL glass.
The impeccable design of its curved shape and its
seamless stem creates a harmonious profile while its
XXL size means endless possibilities for the bartender; 
why not try a fruity Gin-based variation? 

60 cl stemglass
Dimensions: H. 229 mm x Ø 111 mm  
Retail price per unit: €7  inc. VAT

Professional prices upon request 



Arcoroc™

Monti  
The timelessness of the balloon shape
on a narrow, structured stemembodies 
the vintage trend of speakeasy bars. 
The perfect balance between a perfectly
smooth bowl, showcasing the colours of
the Gin, and a faceted stem whose ultra-
transparent glass plays with the light.
On the menu: Gin Tonic, Gin Fizz, Pink
Tonic or White Lady… 

58 cl - dimensions: H. 187 mm x Ø 106 mm 
dimensions: H. 187 mm x 0 106 mm
Professional price per unit: €2,90  excl.VAT

Arcoroc™

Vina Cocktail   
Slender and balanced, its 70 cl size has the
wow factor. 
Following the simple cocktail trend, this XXL glass 
showcases raw ingredients such as star anise, 
and cut ice, the invisible element that is now a 
bartender signature.

70 cl stemglass
Dimensions: H. 195 mm x Ø. 113 mm
Professional price per unit: €2,70 excl. VAT 
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Arcoroc™

Cocktail Party
With its organic design and drop-shaped bowl,
it’s perfect for happy hour, terraces and rush 
hour with its thick, highly resistant stem.
Elegant and refined, this is a beautifully 
transparent glass with an impeccable chic ideal 
for all compositions! 

62 cl stemglass
Dimensions: H. 195 mm x Ø 108 mm  
Professional price per unit: €2,30 excl. VAT 
 

Arcoroc™

Arcadie   
Perfect for simple serving and highlighting the authenticity of
the beverage: the Arcadie vintage design was developed more
than 30 years ago! Tempered, resistant, stackable and ideal 
for intensive serving on terraces. 
A small faceted glass which invites you to take your time sipping 
a pure, exotic gin or new flavours. 

16 cl tumbler in tempered glass
Dimensions: H. 73 mm x Ø 73 mm 
Professional price per unit: €0,80 excl. VAT 

Arcoroc™

Shot Bourbon Street                                                                                                       
A crystal look with its cut sides, thick base and
unique sparkle.
Inspired by Art Deco style, the Bourbon Street 
shot glass is ideal for serving subtle, premium 
and intensely flavoured French Gins.
 
6 cl tumbler
Dimensions: H. 78,5 mm x Ø 49 mm  
Professional price per unit: €1,50 excl. VAT
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